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At School 

★ What do you see in the picture?  

SCENE #1  Today is the first day of school. 

1. What do you see?                    __________________________________________ 

2. Who are they?                       ___________________________________________ 

3. What is kipper’s mom doing?         ___________________________________________ 

4. What is teacher doing?               ___________________________________________ 

5. Is Kipper happy?                     ___________________________________________ 

6. Why do you think so?   ___________________________________________________________ 

7. Does Kipper want to go to school?    ___________________________________________ 

8. Why do you think so?   ___________________________________________________________ 

 

SCENE #2  

1. What do you see?                   ___________________________________________ 

2. Is Kipper sitting?                    ____________________________________________ 

3. What is Kipper doing?               ____________________________________________ 

4. Is Kipper happy?                    ____________________________________________ 
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5. What is Julie doing?                 ____________________________________________ 

6. What is Tim doing?                  ___________________________________________ 

7. Is Tim having a toy car?             ____________________________________________ 

8. Who is having a doll?               ____________________________________________ 

9. Does Kipper want to come in?       ____________________________________________ 

10. Why do you think so? ___________________________________________________________ 

11. Is Tim afraid of Kipper?           _____________________________________________ 

12. Who is wearing an yellow skirt?   _____________________________________________              

13. Who are smiling?                 _____________________________________________ 

 

SCENE #3 

1. What do you see?                     _________________________________________ 

2. How many people are they ?          __________________________________________ 

3. Who are they? Name them. _______________________________________________________ 

4. What is Daniel doing?              _____________________________________________ 

5. What is Paul doing?                _____________________________________________ 

6. What is David doing?              ______________________________________________ 
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7. Is Heather happy?                   _____________________________________________ 

8. Why do you think so?       _______________________________________________________ 

9. Who are sitting on the table?        ______________________________________________ 

10. And what are they doing?         _______________________________________________ 

11. How is Kipper’s feeling?           _______________________________________________ 

12. Is peter embarrassed?             _______________________________________________ 

13. Is David excited?                  _______________________________________________ 

14. Where are pictures?               _______________________________________________ 

15. How many pictures?              _______________________________________________ 

 

SCENE #4 

1. What do you see?              _________________________________________ 

2. How many students are there?  ________________________________________ 

3. Where is Kipper now?             ______________________________________________ 

4. How is Kipper’s feeling?           ______________________________________________ 

5. Who is pushing the wheelchair?     _____________________________________________ 

6. How many people are playing with water?  ____________________________________ 
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7. What are these in the glass box ?  _____________________________________________ 

8. Who are building the blocks?     ______________________________________________ 

9. Where is Kevin?                         ______________________________________ 

10. What is Kevin doing?                   _____________________________________ 

11. Who is having a doll?                   _____________________________________ 

12. Who are smiling?                       _____________________________________ 

13. Is Bella having fun?                     _____________________________________ 

 

SCENE #5  It’s time to go home 

1. What is teacher doing?                  _____________________________________ 

2. What is it on mom’s right hand?          ____________________________________ 

3. Does Kipper want to go home?            ___________________________________ 

4. Why do think so?    ____________________________________________________________ 

 

 


